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DMA Descriptor Controller Register Map 

The DMA has two separated descriptor controller, one is read descriptor controller, another one is write 

descriptor controller. Each of them can be accessed from PCIe side through a memory bar. The user 

needs to decide the offset of each controller from the bar’s base address. In our reference design, we 

use bar0 (PCIe configuration register offset 0x10), the read controller is at offset 0x0000 and write 

controller is at offset 0x0100. 

Table 1 

Controller Offset  Name Description 

Read 0x0 RD_RC_LOW_SRC_ADDR Lower 32-bit address of the memory space 
where the status and descriptor table is 
stored 

0x4 RD_RC_HIGH_SRC_ADDR Upper 32-bit of address of the memory 
space where the status and descriptor table 
is stored 

0x8 RD_CTRL_LOW_DEST_ADDR Lower 32-bit address of the buffer where 
stores the descriptors when the DMA 
fetches the descriptors. The buffer must be 
at local (non-PCIe) side. This register can 
only be written once after reset. It can’t be 
reprogrammed to initial value if the DMA 
has been executed. The user can read the 
“descriptor ID” register, if it is ‘hFF, it 
means the DMA has not been execute and 
this register must be programmed. 
RD_CTRL_HIGH_DEST_ADDR must be 
programmed prior to this register. 

0xC RD_CTRL_HIGH_DEST_ADDR Upper 32-bit address of the buffer where 
stores the descriptors when the DMA 
fetches the descriptors. The buffer must be 
at local (non-PCIe) side. This register can 
only be written once after reset. It can’t be 
reprogrammed to initial value if the DMA 
has been executed. The user can read the 
“descriptor ID” register, if it is ‘hFF, it 
means the DMA has not been execute and 
this register must be programmed 

0x10 RD_DMA_LAST_PTR The last descriptor ID the user wants the 
DMA engine to process up to. It is also used 
to indicate which descriptor the user wants 
the DMA engine to set the “done” bit (bit 
0) in status table.  

    

Write 0x0 WR_RC_LOW_SRC_ADDR Lower 32-bit address of the memory space 
where the status and descriptor table is 



stored 

0x4 WR_RC_HIGH_SRC_ADDR Upper 32-bit address of the memory space 
where the status and descriptor table is 
stored 

0x8 WR_CTRL_LOW_DEST_ADDR Lower 32-bit address of the buffer where 
stores the descriptors when the DMA 
fetches the descriptors. The buffer must be 
at local (non-PCIe) side. This register can 
only be written once after reset. It can’t be 
reprogrammed to initial value if the DMA 
has been executed. The user can read the 
“descriptor ID” register, if it is ‘hFF, it 
means the DMA has not been execute and 
this register must be programmed. 
WR_CTRL_HIGH_DEST_ADDR must be 
programmed prior to this register. 

0xC WR_CTRL_HIGH_DEST_ADDR Upper 32-bit address of the buffer where 
stores the descriptors when the DMA 
fetches the descriptors. The buffer must be 
at local (non-PCIe) side. This register can 
only be written once after reset. It can’t be 
reprogrammed to initial value if the DMA 
has been executed. The user can read the 
“descriptor ID” register, if it is ‘hFF, it 
means the DMA has not been execute and 
this register must be programmed 

0x10 WR_DMA_LAST_PTR Used for write DMA. Refer 
RD_DMA_LAST_PTR description above for 
details 

    

 

 

DMA Descriptor 

The DMA moves data base on the requirements specified in descriptor. Each descriptor is 8DW (32 bytes) 

long. The user needs to specify the source address which is the address of the space where the DMA 

moves the data from. The user also needs to specify the destination address which is the address of the 

space where the DMA moves the data to.  

For read DMA, the DMA uses the read mover to move data from PCIe memory domain to local memory 

domain by issuing memory read packets at PCIe link. When the data is returned, it is written to a space 

in local domain. The source address is the address where the data is stored in PCIe side’s memory 

domain and the destination address is the address where the data is copied to in local side’s memory 

domain. 



For write DMA, the DMA uses the write movers to read the data from local domain and write the data to 

a space in PCIe domain by issuing PCIe memory write packets. The source address is the address where 

the data is stored in local side’s memory domain and the destination address is the address where the 

data is copied to in PCIe side’s memory domain. 

The formats of descriptor for both read and write DMA are the same. 

Table 2 

Offset Bits Name Description 

0x0 31:0 SRC_ADDR_LOW Lower 32-bit source address 

0x4 31:0 SRC_ADDR_HIGH Upper 32-bit source address 

0x8 31:0 DEST_ADDR_LOW Lower 32-bit destination address 

0xC 31:0 DEST_ADDR_HIGH Upper 32-bit destination address 

0x10  17:0 DMA_LENGTH Transfer size in DW. The maximum transfer size 
of one descriptor is 1MB 

0x10 31:18 DESCRIPTOR_ID Descriptor ID 

0x14 31:0 Reserved  

0x18 31:0 Reserved  

0x20 31:0 Reserved  

 

Status Table 

In front of the descriptor table, there is a 128DW status table to log the status of each descriptor. Each 

DW is assigned to one descriptor and only the first bit (bit 0) is used. When bit 0 is 1, it indicates the 

corresponding descriptor is done. The application software can poll the status of bit 0 to determine 

when the descriptor is done. 

Be aware, the DMA does not set the “done” bit for each descriptor. It only sets the “done” bit for the 

descriptor if its ID is written into the register WR/RD_DMA_LAST_PTR. For example, there are total 100 

descriptors, from ID 0 to ID 99. If the user wants the DMA to set the “done” bit in status table for 

descriptor 50 and 99, then the user needs to write the register WR/RD_DMA_LAST_PTR twice with value 

50 and 99. By doing it, the DMA will process the descriptors up to descriptor 99 and write 1 to the “done” 

bit when descriptor 50 and 99 are finished. Figure 1 below shows the complete status and descriptor 

table format. 



 

Figure 1 

 

 



How to start the DMA 

After the application has programmed the descriptor table and all needed registers, it can start the DMA 

by writing a valid number into the descriptor controller’s register WR_DMA_LAST_PTR or 

RD_DMA_LAST_PTR. The valid number should be within 0 and 127. The difference between the original 

value in the register and the new value determines which descriptors and how many descriptor the 

DMA will execute. For example, the default value in the register is value ‘hFF and it is an invalid value, 

when 0 is programmed into the register, it tells the DMA only to execute descriptor #0. If value 5 is 

programmed into the register, then the DMA will execute descriptor #0 to #5, total 6 descriptors. The 

written value must be incremental until reaches 127 and then it can be wrapped around, otherwise, the 

DMA won’t start. When the descriptor is wrapped around, the descriptor #127 must be written. For 

example, assume want to execute 2 descriptors and the previous descriptor was finished is #126. In this 

case, both value 127 and 0 must be written into the register to execute the two descriptors. 

Read DMA Design Example 

 

Figure 2 

This is a design example for read DMA. In this example, the DMA needs to move three blocks of data 

from PCIe side’s system memory to local memory which can be a memory in FPGA or a memory hooked 

up to the FPGA. The followings are the steps in software about how to setup and start the DMA. 

Steps 

1. Calculate the memory size needed to store both status and descriptor table. Since it needs to 

move 3 data blocks, so it needs at least 3 descriptors. Each descriptor takes 20 bytes, so it needs 



60 bytes to store all three descriptors. The status table needs 512 bytes, hence the total space 

to store the status and descriptor table is 572 bytes.  

2. Make a request to OS for 572-byte free space. Assume the OS assign the free space which starts 

from physical address 0xF000_0000. 

3. Create a 60-byte space in on-chip FIFO to store the descriptors after the DMA fetched them. The 

address of the FIFO is defined in Qsys, and assume it is 0xC000_0000. 

4. Fill in the first descriptor which is stored in PCIe system memory started from address 

0xF000_0000 + 0x200 = 0xF000_0200 (the first 512 bytes are for status table).  

a. Program 0x1000_0000 into the memory address 0xF000_0200 which is the start of 

descriptor table, the lower 32-bit address where the first block data is moved from. 

b. Program 0 into the memory address 0xF000_0204, the upper 32-bit address where the 

first block data is moved from. 

c. Program 0x5000_0000 into the memory address 0xF000_0208, the lower 32-bit address 

where the first block data is moved to. 

d. Program 0 into PCIe the memory address 0xF000_020C, the upper 32-bit address where 

the first block data is moved to. 

e. Program 0x0003_FFFF into memory address 0xF000_0210 for transferring 1MB data and 

the descriptor ID is 0. 

5. Do the similar things for 2nd descriptor which moves the second data block 

a. Program 0x2000_0000 into address 0xF000_0214 

b. Program 0x0 into address 0xF000_0218 

c. Program 0x0001_0000 into address 0xF000_021C 

d. Program 0 into address 0xF000_0220 

e. Program 0x0005_FFFF into address 0xF000_0224 for transferring 512KB data and the 

descriptor ID is 1 

6. Do the similar things for 3rd descriptor which moves the third data block 

a. Program 0x2000_0000 into address 0xF000_0228 

b. Program 0x0000_0001 into address 0xF000_022C 

c. Program 0x1000_0000 into address 0xF000_0230 

d. Program 0 into address 0xF000_0234 

e. Program 0x0008_FFFF into address 0xF000 for transferring 256KB data and the 

descriptor ID is 2 

7. Program the DMA descriptor controller registers. Since the example uses read DMA and its 

registers start from offset 0, so the first register started at offset 0 

a. Program 0 into offset 4. It is the upper 32-bit address of memory where the status and 

descriptor table is stored. As mentioned, the upper 32-bit address must be programmed 

prior to the lower 32-bit. 

b. Program 0xF000_0000 into offset 0. It is the lower 32-bit address of memory where 

stores the status and descriptor table. The DMA will automatically add an offset of 

0x200 into the value and fetch the descriptors into its own on-chip memory 

c. Program 0 into offset 0xC for upper 32-bit. 



d. Program 0xC000_0000 into offset 8. It is the lower 32-bit address of on-chip memory 

where the descriptors will be stored after they are fetched. 

8. The last step is to program the last descriptor ID into the DMA descriptor controller register. 

This step starts the DMA. In addition to it, it also determines which descriptor will cause the 

DMA to set the “done” bit in the status table (the 512B space in front of the descriptor table). 

a. If the user just needs to know when the last descriptor is done, then just program 2 into 

the offset 0x10. By doing it, the DMA starts and processes the descriptor from ID 0 to ID 

2. The application can poll the “done” bit in PCIe system memory at address 

0xF000_0008 to determine whether the last descriptor is done. 

b. If the user needs to know when each descriptor is done, then it needs to program the 

register at offset 0x10 3 times with value 0, 1, and 2. By doing it, the DMA will set the 

“done” bit for each descriptor when it is done. The application will see the bit 0 (“done” 

bit) is set in PCIe system memory at offset 0xF000_0000, 0xF000_0004, and 

0xF000_0008. 


